A GUIDE
TO
SOCIAL
MEDIA

BY SOUL DECOR PAINTS

HOW TO USE SOCIAL
MEDIA TO SHOWCASE
YOUR TALENTS
ALL THE TIPS AND TRICKS YOU NEED

BECAUSE YOUR TALENT DESERVES TO BE SEEN!

SOCIAL MEDIA
PLATFORMS TO USE:

INSTAGRAM

TIK TOK

FACEBOOK

PINTEREST

BASIC SET UP AND BIO
1. When setting up an account make your name
something that includes what you do. For example:
Gisborne - furniture upcycler or restored furniture by
Mel. This will mean your name will come up in
searches.
2. Make your BIO strong - including KEYWORDS of what
you do. Eg. Furniture Upcycler, Upcycling Tutorials.
3. Set your display picture as your logo or some of your
work - make sure your cover photo includes your best
work to grab peoples attention straight away.

PROGRAMS TO HELP!
HIGHLY RECOMMEND HAVING THESE

LIGHTROOM: Lightroom is a simple and easy app to
download onto your phone. You can simply play with
the features to change the lighting of your image to
bring it to life! (See taking photos below)

CANVA: CANVA is a
great program to
make engaging
content - add several
images to on image
and add texts,
sparkles and glits!

TAKING PHOTOS
1. Have a clear backdrop - you don't want
anything to distract from your piece. A white
background is best.
2. Stage your piece with nice things, don't over do
it though - again you don't want to take away
from your piece.
3. Think of it just like "staging a home" you want it
to look the best it can but you also want people
to be able to see it in their own home.
4. Take close up photos of the details.
5. Edit your images in lightroom.

See the difference here

THE TYPES
OF
CONTENT
TO SHARE!
WHAT DO PEOPLE
WANT TO SEE

YOUR PROCESS:

People love
to come on the
journey with you,
share the before
piece, updates along
the way and ofcourse
a nice before and
after to show off your
talents.

YOUR FINISHED WORK:

As we spoke about earlier,
it's important to share your
finished work in all it's glory.
Remember to use a plain
backdrop, stage it and use
the apps and filters to bring
it to life.

TIPS & TRICKS:
People want to get something out of following you,
sharing how to videos, tips and tricks will keep your
following engaged and bring eyes to your page. Share all
of your awesome talents and knowledge.
EMOTIVE: Be personable and share stories and about your week.
People like to make connections and they will get to
know you and your life and become loyal
friends/followers.

HOW TO GROW YOUR
FOLLOWING:
Engagement:

Groups:

Video:

It is vital to
engage with
others on their
posts, comment,
like, share others
posts and they
will find your
page. This is also
a great way to
get your name
seen.
Engagement is
particularly
important to
grow your
instagram and
Tik Tok.

Share relevant
posts into the
relevant groups
on Facebook.
Such as your
local buying
pages - when a
peice is for sale
or to showcase
your work. Share
to pages like NZ
CRAFT or NZ
Furniture
Painters when
you're sharing
tips.

Instagram is now
just like Tik Tok
and is favouring
video content.
Make how to
videos or speed
up videos of you
upcycling - these
are a great hit,
you can use an
app called
INSHOT to sped
up your videos.
Add some music
and waalaa!

HASHTAGS:
HASHTAGS help people find you. If you have used #nzfurniture and
someone searches that word your post will come up! Here are some
great hashtags to use!
#nzfurniture #nzpaint #furnitureupcycle #nzupcycler #furnitureflip
#upcycling #decoupage #oldtonew #upcyclingproject #nzcraft
#nzhomeandgarden #diy #instafurniture #instadiy

MOST IMPORTANT
BE YOURSELF AND BE
PROUD OF YOUR
AMAZING WORK!

AND IF YOU NEED A LITTLE HAND..
With any of the above, or help to edit images, a tutorial on videos or
anything else...

BEC @ SOUL DECOR IS ALWAYS
HAPPY TO HELP!
Never be afraid to ask - she will jump at the chance to help out.
Give her a call on 022 456 2235 or message our socials!
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